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ABSTRACT

Fleming, Frederick G., Encoding Variability and Dif-

ferential Negative Transfer and Retroactive Interference

in Children. Master of Science (Psychology), August,

1975, 40 pp., 1 illustration, bibliography, 37 titles.

Second-graders were tested for negative transfer and

retroactive interference using an A-B, A-D paradigm.

Four-pair, word-number lists were aurally presented to the

children. Subjects were classified as being whole-only

encoders or multiple encoders by the use of a recall test

presented after list one. Significant negative transfer

and retroactive interference were found. The multiple

encoders experiences less difficulty in learning the second

list that did the whole-only encoders, but these two groups

did no differ with regard to transfer or retroactive inter-

ference effects. The results were considered in the context

of Martin's encoding variability hypothesis.
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ENCODING VARIABILITY AND DIFFERENTIAL NEGATIVE TRANSFER

AND RETROACTIVE INTERFERENCE IN CHILDREN

Paired-Associate Learning in Children

Keppel (1964) addressed the question of whether

"the laws of verbal learning obtained on the college student

will hold reasonably well for younger populations of Ss"

(p. 63). This is a worthwhile question because through the

years it has been assumed that the verbal learning results

obtained with college underclassmen could be generalized

to the rest of the population. This has been a convenient

assumption since college students have been readily available

in the academic community to serve as subjects. However,

this assumption would have to be modified if it were found

that significant groups of the population, e.g., children,

have different laws of verbal learning.

In the area of paired-associate learning in children,

Keppel's review of the extant literature does not undermine

the assumption that college students and children are probably

using similar techniques to learn. However, Keppel notes

that the research on children is sparse, and the question

is not completely settled.

A more recent experimental study (Loomis and Hall, 1968)

has shown that 5 year old children may be learning differently

than 7 year old children. Using an A-B, A-C negative

transfer paradigm, the researchers found negative
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transfer for their 7 year old subjects but not for their

5 year old subjects. "It would appear that in verbal

learning . . . there is an age difference in performance

between 5 and 7 year olds" (p. 186).

Loomis and Hall had children memorize short lists

of word pairs such as CUP-FISH. Then they taught the children

a "conflicting" list with items such as CUP-BOOK.

By "conflicting," I mean that the second list was designed

to interfere with memory for the first list.

Ease of learning verbal material is thought to be

related to the meaningfulness (M) of that material

(Butler and Merikle, 1970; Martin, 1968). Yet Keppel

(1964) predicted that variations in M should have little

effect on learning in children. He considered M to be

a function of the strength of the language habits of the

subject. He thought variations in M would affect children

very little as compared with college students.

However, Loomis and Hall (1968) found a contrary

interaction between meaningfulness and age in their sample.

The 5 year olds were more affected by change in M as defined

by Di Vesta's (1965) scale of entropy than were the

7 year olds.

Other studies have found learning difference between

children of different ages. Shapiro (1966) noted differences

between fifth and eighth graders for type of stimulus

modality. The younger children performed better on aurally
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presented than visually presented stimuli, while the

older children showed no difference for type of modality.

Koppenaal, Krull and Katz (1964) found that 4 and 5 year

olds show less retroactive and proactive interference than

do 8 year olds. However, Palermo (1961) and McCullers

(1961) failed to find differences between fourth and sixth

graders in a paired-associate task.

I believe that Martin's variable stimulus encoding

theory (1972) can be applied to the Loomis and Hall (1968)

findings of developmental difference in negative transfer.

Perhaps the younger children are more able to encode

differently the identical stimuli encountered in the second

list in a manner unavailable to the older children. Although

both groups of children are receiving the same A-B, A-C

paradigm, perhaps the 5 year olds, by changing their

encodings on the second list, are able to change the task

into "a non-specific transfer paradigm (A-B, C-D)"

(Ellis, 1973, p. 173).

If a child encodes words as unit concepts, then

he should be learning a relationship between two words,

e.g., CUP and FISH, in one of only a few possible ways.

If, on the other hand, he selectively encodes aspects or

parts of the stimulus word in memory, there are numerous

ways in which he might be learning the CUP-FISH pair.

For example, the child may be encoding the first letter

of the stimulus. Or he may encode in terms of the last

letter of the stimulus. In the former instance, CUP-FISH
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would be encoded as C-FISH in memory. In the latter it

would be encoded as P-FISH. However, one must look at

this example with some reservation. Martin (1971) argues

that subjects encode verbal material in other ways in

addition to letters.

This ability to selectively encode certain aspects

of a stimulus can be looked at in two ways. One, the

subject may be using a rudimentary form of learning where

only the parts of a stimulus are encoded. A second possibility

is a more advanced form where the subject encodes both

the unit stimulus and its constituent parts. In both

cases the subject has many ways to encode the nominal

stimulus while the unit learner has only a few.

As Martin (1971) notes, associative interference

theory argues that in order to learn a new relationship,

CUP-BOOK, that conflicts with an old relationship, CUP-

FISH, one must, to a certain extent, "forget" the old

relationship. "A learner cannot retain both A-B and C-D

where A and C are identically encoded" (Martin, 1972,

p. 71). In this discussion, this principle should hold

more for unit learners than for part learners. Part

learners should be able to circumvent conflicting paired-

associates. By "part" learners, I mean both part-only

and multiple encoders.

It is possible, then, that the results of Loomis and

Hall (1968), and Koppenaal, et. al (1964) can be explained

by saying that older children are more likely to respond
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to words as units than are younger children. When presented

with a list-two item, CUP-BOOK, that conflicts with a

list-one item, CUP-FISH, a child who responds to words

only as units should experience greater negative transfer

from his list one associations, since he has only a few

possible encoding strategies. A child who responds to

words only in parts, or who can make multiple encodings

of those words, might select new encodings during list-..two

learning, and thus avoid negative transfer.

I am proposing here a curvilinear type of relationship

between age and negative transfer in the 5 to 8 year old

age range. In Figure 1 below, the idea is expressed that

the younger age children would be encoding stimuli in

terms of their parts only. As the child develops language

skills, he may at first encode in terms of units only.

Then as he grows older, the child may once again increase

his number of possible encodings.

Amount of
Negative
Transfer

part unit multiple
only only encoding

Encoding Strategy

Figure 1. A proposed relationship between developmental
learning strategy and negative transfer.
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What could cause this switch from perceiving stimuli

in terms of parts to perceiving stimuli in terms of units?

I believe it is caused by the development of the language

skills of the children to a level at which the sound of the

word will evoke a unit mental picture of that word.

"The person can apparently substitute a mental image for a

word having the same referent. One might say that the image

codes the word" (Bower, 1972, p. 88). Younger children

may have less of this ability and be more likely to respond

to words in terms of their composite sounds only.

Meaningfulness is related to this ability to form

mental images of words. As was said above, high-M stimuli

should be easier to learn. Loomis and Hall (1968) and

Koppenaal et al. (1964) found that older children learn

faster than younger children. This leads to the possible

conclusion that the stimuli were more meaningful to the

older children. It might be a possible conclusion from

this line of reasoning that the older children were forming

more unit mental images.

I used the Loomis and Hall (1968) study as a general

model for my experiment. However, I altered it in certain

aspects to suit the needs of testing the theories stated

above.

(1) I changed the lists from word-word to word-

number. This was designed to limit the use of mnemonic

devices which could be used to encode word pairs. I was
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careful in the construction of my lists to avoid such obvious

mnemonic pairs as LUCK-7 and CAT-9. I was careful to

avoid having the word and the number begin with the same

phoneme.

(2) Each list, which consisted of four word-number

pairs, had within it 12 stimulus phonemes. The phonemes

in each stimulus corresponded to a CVC trigram, e.g.,

(sed). This made an encoding strategy using single phonemes

easy and practicable.

(3) All stimuli were substantives drawn from the

CA 7 list of Di Vesta (1965). They were selected for

high-H (entropy), high meaningfulness. It was hoped that

this method would aid the children in learning the list.

The two lists were equated for average H value.

(4) Unfortunately, during a pilot study it was found

that the kindergarten subjects had extreme difficulty in

learning the lists. Even when the lists were reconstructed,

this difficulty persisted. It was feared that making the lists

too easy would mask individual differences among the second

graders. Therefore, only second graders were tested. A

recall test was administered after list one learning to

determine the encoding strategy being used by the children.

Despite the narrow age range used, it was hoped that children

with all three different learning strategies could be found.

(5) The criterion for classifying children on the

recall tests was as follows: Children who were able to
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give a correct response to the first phoneme of the

stimulus better than 75% of the time, but who also failed

to give a correct response to the whole stimulus better

than 50% of the time, were classified as "part-only"

learners. Children who failed to give a correct response

to the first phoneme of the stimulus better than 50%

of the time were classified as "whole-only" learners.

Children who gave a correct response to both the first

phoneme and the whole stimulus better than 75% of the

time were classified as "multiple encoders."

The Encoding Problem in Verbal Learning

Perhaps the best place to begin an analysis of the

encoding problem in verbal learning is to look at Martin's

(1971) Psychological Review article. In it, he examines

the theoretical history in this area from 1894 to the present.

Two theories in the field have long-standing reputations.

These are associative interference theory and list differ-

entiation theory.

Associative interference theory has clear similarities

with the Pavlovian-Thorndikian tradition. Martin (1971)

describes the tenets of this theory:

A-B learning produces an A-B association; A-C

learning produces, concomitantly, an A-C asso-

ciation and a weakening of the original A-B

association; as time elapses, the A-B association

recovers some of its strength; upon presentation

of stimulus A, the responses B and C compete

for emission in accordance with their relative

associative strengths. (p. 316)
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The principles of classical conditioning can clearly

be seen in an associative interference theory. Acquisition,

extinction and spontaneous recovery are all included in

this theory, which has made it attractive to researchers.

This theory predicts a dependency relationship between

recall of responses B and C. The strength of the A-B

association depends upon the relative strength of the A-C

association and vice versa.

However, the dependency relationhip between B and

C does not exist. Martin (1971) notes that F. J. DaPolito

discovered that in an A-B, A-C paradigm, the probability

of recalling a C response to an A stimulus was independent

of the probability of recalling a B response to the same

A stimulus. The discovery of this "independent retrieval

phenomenon" supplied evidence counter to associative

interference theory.

A second theory of long-standing repute is list

differentiation theory. This view holds that subjects

tend to organize responses in memory in terms of lists,

using a notion of permissible response set (Martin, 1971).

That is, when presented with an A-C list, subjects have the

B responses available, but fail to give them because they

sense them as being "inappropriate."

However, when subjects are tested on free recall

(a test procedure where the A stimuli are not presented)

of responses B and C, they fail to strongly organize
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responses on the basis of list set (Martin and Mackay,

1970). Martin and Mackay found that subjects were more

likely to group their responses in terms of common stimuli.

A common stimulus was a stronger response organizer than

a common list even at 30-min delay.

Martin (1971), in summarizing the failures of the

associative interference and list differentiation theories,

noted that (1) stimulus organization of responses dominates

list organization, (2) retroaction and proaction are still

viable concepts and (3) there is no interference between

A-B and A-C associations. These are the somewhat surprising

facts that a theory of verbal paired-associate learning

must explain. To do so, Martin developed the variable

stimulus encoding theory, which is best described in Martin

(1972).

Before going further, an explanation of terminology

is in order. The concept of stimulus encoding in verbal

learning is not by any means new. It was used almost twenty

years ago by Miller (1956) in his paper on the capacity

for information processing. Bower (1967) describes encoding

in this manner:

It seems reasonable to tie the memory trace
of an event to the variables operating in the
perception of that event. Within this context,
the major assumption seems innocuous; it is
supposed that the person does not store the
literal input stimulus, but rather some encoded
representation of it. (p. 232)
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From the above quote we can arrive at operational

definitions of nominal and functional stimuli. By nominal

stimulus is meant "the literal input stimulus" and by

functional stimulus is meant an "encoded representation"

of the nominal stimulus. The functional stimulus is the

work-horse of memory. Martin adds to Bower's idea the

hypothesis that the functional stimulus attended to by

the subject changes from trial to trial, i.e., "encoding

variability."

Variable stimulus encoding theory (Martin, 1972)

holds that human subjects often encode nominal stimuli

in memory in a piecemeal manner. It was developed from

a number of different traditions in learning theory.

Three of the most important are those of Estes (1959),

Lawrence (1963) and Underwood (1963).

W. K. Estes proposed that learning is a probabilistic

event. A given stimulus is seen as consisting of a number

of elements. A certain probability exists that the organism

will connect these stimulus elements to response classes

in an all-or-none fashion on any given trial.

D. H. Lawrence proposed a coding response that acts

on sensory input (the stimulus) to produce a stimulus-as-

coded, or s-a-c. This s-a-c differs from the sensory

input. "It is the s-a-c that is directly associated with,

and elicits, the overt behavior" (p. 189).

B. J. Underwood postulated that subjects make use of

only fractions of the stimulus compound as learning cues.
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The subject economizes and only uses "the minimally

necessary differentiating component for the functional

stimulus" (p. 47).

By combining these three approaches, it can be seen

that an organism selectively samples part of the stimulus

and codes this stimulus part by connecting it with a

response. At a later time presentation of the s-a-c or

functional stimulus alone should be sufficient to elicit

the response.

Through a process of selective attention (Trabasso

and Bower, 1968), subjects will choose particular aspects

of a nominal stimulus in a learning task. The subject

uses this selective encoding process "to facilitate the

link between a nominal stimulus and an overt response"

(Ellis, 1973, p. 124).

James and Greeno (1967), using word-nonsense syllable

paired-associates with college students, found that their

data were "generally consistent with the hypothesis that

Ss actually select among stimulus aspects until the list

is mastered, and then relax the selection of attention

during overtraining" (p. 75).

This theory contrasts with the older associative

interference theory which says that in forming an A-C

association the previous A-B association must be weakened

or "unlearned" (Martin, 1971; Wichawut and Martin, 1971).

On the contrary, variable stimulus encoding theory would
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say that A-B and A-C are different tasks due to the selective

variable encoding of A. Associative interference theory

fails to analyze the stimulus. It assumes that the stimulus

is always a perceptual unit.

Variable stimulus encoding theory differs from list

differentiation theory in that the former states that

responses are organized in terms of functional stimuli

and not in terms of response list sets. Response B is

paired with functional stimulus Al, and response C is

paired with functional stimulus A2. List differentiation

theory explains retroaction and proaction in terms of perceived

appropriateness, but variable stimulus encoding theory

explains these effects by the subject's persistence in

maintaining their list one or list two encodings.

It is generally accepted that the important construct

underlying encoding variability is that of stimulus meaning-

fulness (M) (Butler and Meriklte 1970; Feuge and Ellis,

1969). Ellis (1973) and Underwood (1963) hold that

the probability of stimulus component selection is inversely

related to meaningfulness. Subjects have a small number

of possible alternative encodings to high-M nominal stimuli

and a large number of possible alternative encodings to

low-M nominal stimuli.

Encoding variability can be scaled in other ways

beside meaningfulness. Butler and Merikle (1970) obtained

four other measures of encoding variability. The product-
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moment correlations were computed for each of these measures

with meaningfulness (M), as defined by Archer (1960),

from the data given by Butler and Merikle. These measures

are: Associative Reliability (AR), r = .35; Number of

Different Associations (NDA), r = -.44; Probability of Prime

Response (PPR), r = .33; and Associative Uncertainity (UN),

r = -.06. AR and PPR are directly related to M, while

NDA and UN are inversely related to it.

Granted that a subject selectively encodes a paired-

associate list and that the number of possible encodings

is determined by the meaningfulness of the stimulus items,

what happens when this theory is applied to an area of

theoretical interest such as retroactive interference or

(RI).

Although RI is an old concept, most of the work in

stimulus encoding studies looks at negative transfer or

what happens in second-list learning. For example,

Loomis and Hall (1968) found differences across age groups,

but they did not examine the RI question. A test for

RI has been added in this study.

Martin (1973) accounts for RI by saying that "at the

end of A-C learning the original A,B code has a very

low probability of being sampled," (p. 496). Amount of

RI is a function of the similarity of the A-B and A-C

encodings.
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Schneider and Houston's (1968) study leads to the

prediction that part learners face less RI than unit learners:

Assume different responses are learned in two
successive trigram-adjective lists. . . . If
S selects a component of the second-list stimulus
which is identical to the {functional} stimulus
utilized in the learning of the first list . . .
then the situation corresponds to the A-B, A-C
paradigm. Considerable unlearning and competition
are expected to occur in this situation. On the
other hand, if S utilizes a component of the
second list stimulus which is different from
that used in the first-list learning . . . then
the situation corresponds to the A-B, C-D paradigm
and much less RI is expected. Partial attention
to both components might result in intermediate
amounts of RI. (p. 166)

Certain studies have questioned the validity of

variable stimulus encoding theory. In the Goggin and

Martin (1970), and Williams and Underwood (1970) experiments,

subjects who shifted their functional encodings showed

more negative transfer than did those subjects who maintained

their original encodings. Richardson and Stanton (1972)

report a failure of subjects to change their functional

encodings when faced with a negative transfer situation.

These results are contrary to the predictions of variable

stimulus encoding theory.

Martin (1971) defends his theory by saying that

researchers may be confusing "obvious, external, experimenter-

defined stimulus attributes with the learner's subtle,

internal, subjectively defined functional encodings" (p. 330).

Williams and Underwood assumed that subjects would only

encode in terms of letter position. Variable stimulus
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encoding theory does not make such an assumption. Even in

a simple situation, a subject may make numerous different

functional encodings. Martin goes on to say that although

Williams and Underwood (1970) did not find shifts in

stimulus encoding, Schneider and Houston (1968) did.

Merryman and Merryman (1971) also defend Martin's

theory. They argue that the similarity of the Goggin and

Martin (1970) study to a concept identification task

explains why subjects failed to shift encodings on the

second task, "it is not surprising that their Ss failed to

shift to the previously irrelevant dimension. . . . the

connection between Goggin and Martin's experiment and the VSE

{variable stimulus encoding} theory of PA {paired-associate}

learning seems very tenuous" (p. 684).

Similarly, Merryman and Merryman (1971) criticize

the "use of backward recall tests" to measure "stimulus

selection" in the Williams and Underwood (1970) study.

The Merrymans found support for variable stimulus encoding

theory by using "a forward association test for stimulus

selection" (p. 684).

Polzella and Martin (1973) describe the current

position of variable stimulus encoding theory with regard

to this controversy. Variable stimulus encoding theory

would say that in an A-B, A-C paradigm subjects are

reluctant to give up their successful first list encodings

on list two. This is the explanation of proaction. After
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finally switching to successful second list encodings,

subjects are reluctant return to their old list one

encodings. This is the explanation of retroaction.

However, unless subjects are flexible enough to switch

encodings, they will experience negative transfer and

retroactive interference. If they do switch encodings,

then their performance becomes comparable to subjects in

an A-B, C-D control paradigm.

Rudy (1974) also has raised objections to variable

stimulus encoding theory, but from a different approach

than those critics just mentioned. He disagrees with the

selective attention approach of Martin and others, (e.g.,

Lashley, 1942; Lawrence, 1963). Rudy sees that the

stimulus selection data are caused by variations in the

associative process rather than by a selective attention

mechanism. The crucial assumption underlying Rudy's theory

"is that the associative process is variable and engaged only

to the extent that the learner experiences an unpredictable

event" (p. 282).

In an A-B, A-C negative transfer paradigm, the asso-

ciative process mechanism is brought into play whenever

the subject experiences interference. This associative

process mechanism links the stimulus component cues to

the correct responses on each learning trial when inter-

ference is encountered (Rudy, 1974). Thus, the learning

process only occurs after the subject makes an error.

om - 3tmajlll -1-1 1 Il 11 I'll
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Rudy gets around having to resort to a selective

attention process by postulating "saliency parameters"

(p. 288) for component cue classes be they color, shape,

letter, or phoneme position, etc. Thus, he removes the cause

of which cue gets associated to which response from the

organism, and makes it an inherent part of the stimulus.

Granting that this is a possibility, Rudy fails to

give any orders of magnitude for these saliency parameters.

An estimation of the saliency parameters of component cue

classes commonly used in paired-associate learning studies

would be helpful in testing his theory. Until these

parameters are specified, it will be difficult to test

his notion of saliency parameters.

Rudy's theory and Martin's theory have certain

similarities. Both agree that the functional stimulus

is paired with the response. Both theories see learning

as a two-stage process, an encoding stage and an associative

stage. They disagree over how these two stages operate:

In Martin's view the major theoretical process
for association is the encoding process; since
the associative process is viewed as invariant,
attending or encoding the stimulus is equivalent
to associating it with the response. In contrast,
although the VAP {variations in the associative
process} view implicitly acknowledges that
attending to a stimulus is a necessary condition
for rendering it available for association with
some other event, it denies that attending to a
stimulus is a sufficient condition for it to
become associated with another event. The associative
process must also be activated, and it should
be clear that the associative process is assumed
to be subject to variation and is not automatic.
(Rudy, 1974, p. 294)
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Rudy admits that the literature does not allow us

to choose between his theory and Martin's. It is hoped that

the associative strength of certain encodings can be

predicted and tested. Rudy (1974) also predicts that a

subject will not change stimulus cues unless a change is

made in the nominal stimulus.

A review of the theoretical issues with regard to

the encoding problem was made. The two old theories,

associative interference theory and list differentiation

theory were described and their weaknesses examined.

An explanation of Martin's variable stimulus encoding theory

was presented. The relationship between stimulus encoding

and meaningfulness was furnished. Variable stimulus

encoding theory was extended to cover an area of theoretical

interest, retroactive interference. Prediction and experimental

results were examined. The recent theoretical evolution of

variable stimulus encoding theory was examined as it

weathered a storm of conflicting research data. Rudy's

(1974) variations in the associative process theory was

also examined and comparisons were made with Martin's

theory.

In conclusion, a scientific revolution as described

by Kuhn (1970) is occurring in verbal learning. The

old theories are dying out, and a number of new theories

are competing for acceptance.



Method

Subjects

The subjects were 54 boys and girls, (23 boys and

31 girls), enrolled in the second grade at Frank Borman

elementary school in Denton Texas during the spring of

1975. Each subject was assigned to one of four treatment

groups on the basis of a predetermined random order of

conditions. Fourteen subjects were unable to learn the

first list to a criterion of two consecutive perfect

repetitions by 24 trials and were discarded from the

experiment. Thus, data were gathered on 40 subjects.

This group of 40 subjects included 18 boys and 22 girls.

There were 10 subjects in each treatment group. At the time

of individual testing, the subjects ranged from 7 years,

4 months, 0 days, to 9 years, 3 months, 25 days (Mean =

8 years, 0 months, 18 days).

Design

The design (see Appendix A) included a "recall test"

(see Appendices B and C) which was inserted between list

one and list two to determine the type of encoding strategy

whole-only, part-only, or multiple encoding, the subjects

were using on list one. The use of such a test was noted

in Postman and Greenbloom (1967) .and Wichawut and Martin

(1970).

20
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Materials

The stimulus words were selected from the Di Vesta

(1965) list of 100 substantives on the basis of H or entropy

values. Eight words were selected from the CA 7 list,

which each consisted of three phonemes and were high in H-value

("A" words, mean H-rank = 13.5; "D" words, mean H-rank =

14.25). It was thought that these words would be easiest

for the children to master. The lists were randomly

constructed with the restriction that no two words in a

list would have the same initial phoneme. Also the restriction

was imposed that no word-number pair was allowed to have

the same initial phoneme.

The responses (see Appendix D) were the numbers one

through eight, randomly paired with the stimulus words

except for the restrictions noted above.

The lists were recorded on a standard tape recorder

(3M Wollensak) in six randomly determined orders to avoid

serial learning effects. I recorded all of the lists at

a standard recording level using a memory drum from which

to read the lists.

Procedure

Each subject was run by me in either the counselor's

office, the nurse's room, or the band practice room at

Frank Borman school. There was little distracting noise

from outside the experimental rooms.

Standard instructions, adapted from McCullers (1963)

were read to all subjects. Prior to the experimental task,
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all subjects were presented with a sample two-pair list

(see Appendix D) to assure understanding of the instructions.

During the experimental task, the stimulus was presented

for a 3-sec interval and then the stimulus and response

were read without pausing during the second 3-sec interval.

The lists were four pairs long and the intertrial interval

was 6-sec.

All of the subjects repeated the first list until

two consecutive correct trials were performed with the

restriction that the perfect recitation had to occur on or

before trial 24 or the subject was discarded from the

experiment. The subjects were then given the recall test.

Then the subjects received a second list. After reaching

the criterion of two consecutive perfect repetitions on

list two, the subjects relearned the first list. This was

learned to a criterion of one perfect repetition. Testing

one subject normally took 20 to 30-min.

Results

A 2 (experimental, A-B, A-C paradigm vs. control,

D-B, A-C paradigm) x 2 (whole-only vs. multiple encoding

learning strategy) analysis of variance was computed for

six dependent variables. These were: trials to criterion

on list one, total errors on list one, trials to criterion

on list two, total errors on list two, trials to criterion

on the reacquisition of list one, and total errors on the

reacquisition of list one.
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Recall Test

From the recall test scores, I was able to classify

all 40 subjects as to type of learning strategy employed.

I classified 24 subjects as multiple encoders, i.e.,

encoding the stimulus as a unit and also in terms of initial

phonemes. I similarly classified 16 of the children as

whole-only encoders, i.e., encoding the stimuli only as

units. I was not able to classify any of the children

as being initial phoneme only or part-only encoders.

First List Learning

On the acquisition of list one, neither of the main

effects nor the interactions were significant for either

of the two dependent variables.

Second List Learning

Using trials to criterion on list two as the dependent

variable, a significant effect due to the transfer paradigm

was found, F(1,34) = 8.82, p < .01. The A-B, A-C subjects

required more trials to criterion than did the D-B, A-C

subjects. The mean number of trials to criterion was 11.17

and 7.20 for the A-B, A-C and D-B, A-C groups, respectively.

A significant strategy effect was also found, F(1,34) =

11.59, p < .01. The whole-only encoders required more

trials to second list criterion than did the multiple

encoders. The mean number of trials to criterion was 11.75

and 7.14 for the whole-only encoding and multiple encoding

groups, respectively. No significant interactions were found.
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Using total errors on list two as the dependent

variable, a significant transfer effect was again found,

F(1,34) = 5.32, p < .05. The mean number of total errors

to criterion was 19.56 and 12.90 for the A-B, A-C and D-B,

A-C groups, respectively. A significant strategy effect

was also again found, F(1,34) = 9.00, p < .01. The mean

number of total errors to criterion was 21.13 and 12.36

for the whole-only and multiple encoding groups, respectively.

The interaction between these two groups was not significant.

First List Reacquisition

For trials to criterion, the retroactive interference

effect was significant, F(1,30) = 16.47, p < .01. The

mean number of trials to criterion was 3.73 and 1.89 for the

A-B, A-C and D-B, A-C groups, respectively. The A-B, A-C

group experienced more retroactive interference than did

the D-B, A-C group. Neither the strategy effect nor

the interaction was significant.

For total errors to criterion, the retroactive inter-

ference effect was again significant, F(1,30) = 13.44,

p < .01. The mean number of total errors to criterion was

4.07 and 1.11 for the A-B, A-C and D-B, A-C groups,

respectively. Neither the strategy effect nor the interaction

was significant. A listing of the means and standard

deviations of these results is in Appendix E.



Discussion

Due to the unforeseen difficulties encountered with

kindergarten children in running this study, an adequate

test of Martin's variable stimulus encoding theory (Martin,

1972) with regard to learning in children was not possible.

However, this study did show some important results

with second graders. A significant negative transfer

effect was found with second graders which was a replication

of the Loomis and Hall (1968) finding. This study also

showed that second graders do experience retroactive inter-

ference with verbal material. This finding is a replication

of the Koppenaal et al. study.

There are few studies in the literature dealing with

paired-associate transfer and retroaction in children

of this age, (see Koppenaal et al., 1964; Loomis and Hall,

1968; Shapiro, 1966). Findings of negative transfer and

retroactive interference in young children should lend

support to Keppel's (1964) idea that the laws of learning

should be generalizable across age groups.

The finding in this study that those children who are

able to encode a stimulus in multiple ways to better on

second list learning than children who are only able to encode

a stimulus as a unit is important. As I see it, there are

two possible ways to interpret this finding. One way is

that those children who were able to multiple encode the

25
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stimulus were the superior learners. As such, the greater

ease which they had in learning list two was due to their

inherent superiority. A second interpretation of these

results would be to say that the multiple encoders had

numerous alternative strategies and thus could switch

functional stimuli when they experienced difficulty learning.

More data need to be collected before a definite interpre-

tation can be advanced.

Originally, when this study was designed, it was hoped

that some of the children could be classified as using a

part-only strategy. That is, it was hoped that some of

the children would be learning the stimuli in terms of

their individual sounds only, and not in terms of units.

None of the second graders could be so classified. It

may be that kindergarten age children would be using such

a strategy. Perhaps with more difficult materials, part-

only encoding could be observed in second graders.

Since no significant interactions were found between

the transfer paradigm and the strategy the subjects utilized,

a test of the curvilinear relationship I proposed above

was not possible. To support my hypothesis, children need

to be classified into all three types of learning strategies,

and an interaction between strategy and the transfer

paradigm should be demonstrated.

Although the children classified as multiple encoders

had less difficulty in learning list two than did the
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children classified as whole-only encoders, these two

groups did not differ significantly with regard to RI. As

was noted above, I predicted that the multiple encoders

would also experience less RI than the whole-only encoders

on the basis of the Schneider and Houston (1968) study.

Still, the dependent variables are in the right direction.

If more subjects could have been tested, or if the

nature of the RI task had been different, then perhaps

a significant result could have been found. The restricted

ranges on the dependent variables for the reacquisition of

list one probably masked some difference. The range

on trials to criterion was one to seven. For total errors

the range was zero to ten.

The greatest difficulty I had in running this study

was to find materials that would be easy enough for

5 year olds to master, but would be difficult enough that

8 year olds would find them challenging. I was surprised,

when using similar materials to those of Loomis and

Hall (1968) to find that my 5 year olds had difficulty

where theirs did not. Perhaps my subjects had difficulty

because I required a more stringent criterion than Loomis

and Hall did. Also, my response materials were more abstract

than theirs, numbers rather than concrete nouns. It might

be helpful if the lists were shortened from four word-

number pairs to three. Perhaps greater success could be

had from a visual presentation.
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It was necessary to keep the children interested in

the task for the entire 20 to 30-min session. Some data

had to be discarded because the child's interest in the

task appeared to wane. Yet, a number of children were

fascinated by the task and were disappointed when it was

finished. I found that the tape recorder itself helped

to stimulate the child's interest.



APPENDIX A

Design

Group I

Experimental

Control

Gtoup II

Experimental

Control

lst List

A-B

D-B

lst List

D-B

A-B

Recall Test
Number One

Recall Test
Number Two

Recall Test
Number Two

Recall Test
Number One

2nd List

A-C

A-C

2nd List

D-C

D-C

3rd List

A-B

D-B

3rd List

D-B

A-B

Note. The design has been counterbalanced across Group

I and Group II with the "A" and "D" stimulus sets to control

for differences in stimulus materials.
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APPENDIX B

Recall Test Number One
(Sample)

Stimulus Read

C

0

G

BOOK

CAT

7

A

1

ROPE

0

5

T

L

LOG

4

P

K

00

B

R

to Subject Subject's Response
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APPENDIX C

Recall Test Number Two
(Sample)

Stimulus Read

MOON

S

D

5

00

CUP

P

E

A

1

U

LAKE

SEED

K

N

7

C

M

L

4

to Subject Subject's Response
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APPENDIX D

Paired Associate Lists

Sample List

Dog - 9
Cow - 10

List A-B

Cat - 1

Book - 4

Log - 5

Rope - 7

List D-B

Lake - 1

Seed - 4

Cup - 5

Moon - 7

List A-C

Book - 2

Cat - 3

Log - 6

Rope - 8

List D-C

Seed - 2

Lake - 3

Cup - 6

Moon - 8
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APPENDIX E

Means and Standard Deviations by Cells

I. Trials to Criterion, List One

A-B, A-C D-B, A-C

Whole-only

Multiple

II. Total Errors, List One

11.56
(6.41)

9.55
(4.63)

12.71
(5.88)

11.31
(5.45)

A-B, A-C

Whole-only 22.22
(13.53)

Multiple 15.91
(8.96)

III. Trials to Criterion, List Two

D-B, A-C

23.86
(11.80)

21.31
(10.93)

A-B, A-C D-B, A-C

Whole-only 13.89
(6.74)

IV. Total Errors, List Two

Whole-only

Multiple

A-B, A-C

25.78
(14.21)

13.33
(7.60)

D-B, A-C

15.14
(6.59)

11.70
(5.28)
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APPENDIX E--Continued

Means and Standard Deviations by Cells

V. Trials to Criterion, RI Test

A-B, A-C D-B, A-C

Whole-only

Multiple

VI. Total Errors, RI Test

A-B, A-C D-B, A-C

Whole-only

Multiple

4.57
(3.91)

3.63
(2.13)

1.83
(2.40)

0.77
(0.93)

Note. The standard deviations are in parentheses

below the corresponding means.
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3.88
(2.04)

3.63
(1.06)

2.33
(1.51)

1.69
(0.75)
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